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Abstract-Environmental

monitoring

using

external

and

Smartphone-interfaced wireless sensors has been widely used in
the past. The roadblocks start emerging when we use on-board
sensors in off-the-shelf Smartphones to estimate context aware
environmental parameters like ambient temperature, humidity
and atmospheric pressure. In this work, we evaluate the sensitiv
ity and accuracy of the on-board ambient temperature sensor un
der various circumstances and measure its performance against
standardized weather monitoring equipment. Additionally, we
identify the roles of several internal and external factors that
affect the temperature data. Such an investigation is motivated by
the need of pervasive temperature sensing to power Smart HVAC
environments and for weather crowdsourcing. Our experiments
reveal that while the on-board temperature sensors have great
potential, using them for large scale data collection still requires
significant work.

I. INTRODUCTION
The range of sensors available on-board Smartphones to
day is rapidly expanding and ever-evolving. Low-cost, high
accuracy sensors with immensely low foot-prints on phone
circuitry make a case for packaging a large array of diverse
sensors per unit phone. With the recent inclusion of environ
mental sensors on devices such as the Samsung Galaxy S4 [1]
and Samsung Galaxy Note III [2], the Smartphone can now
be used to record location-aware ambient temperature, relative
humidity and atmospheric pressure. On-board sensor manufac
turers like Sensirion [3] rate sensor accuracy at ±O.5° C for
ambient temperature and ±5% for relative humidity [4]. Such
accuracy in recorded data would help the needs of Wireless
Sensor Networks and other Smartphone-interfaced equipment
which have been used till date for mass environment data
collection.
However, Smartphones are used primarily for communica
tion and entertainment, and not for standardized measurement.
Collected data from Smartphones is often inaccurate as com
pared to standardized weather equipment, primarily because of
the low power and cost requirements of the on-board sensor. To
exploit the potential of the Smartphone as a viable and accurate
environmental monitor, we need to examine its sensitivity and
evaluate the accuracy of measuring environmental quantities
like temperature, humidity and pressure. Also, we need to

check for sensor drift which is the recorded change in sensor
readings over time, not necessarily because the environment
has actually changed.
Such a study for the on-board barometer sensor has been
exhaustively conducted in [5]. In this work, we focus on the
on-board ambient temperature sensors like the SHTC1[4][6] the latest addition to the Smartphone sensor array and currently
available only in top-end devices. In order to prove that
the Smartphone is indeed a viable device for temperature
dependent applications, we cross-examine the temperature
sensor on supporting Smartphones. To evaluate the accuracy of
data collected using the phones, we compare the data with that
from Acu-rite [7] outdoor weather monitoring equipment. We
also record simultaneous data from multiple phones to evaluate
coherence between different models of devices. Lastly, we
emulate real-life use-case scenarios to evaluate the role of
internal and external factors causing sensor drift under various
usage contexts.

A. Motivation
We believe that pervasively collected temperature data from
Smartphones has enormous usage potential in both indoor
and outdoor applications. Indoor and outdoor environments
are highly dynamic and parameters such as temperature and
humidity vary with time and other factors. Traditional methods
of monitoring these parameters are limited to independent
sensing equipment and hence, have limited power in providing
context related phenomena. Smartphone-based pervasive sens
ing provides a unique opportunity to overcome this limitation
and to collect location-aware environmental data outdoors. It
has the potential to provide context of outdoor situations such
as the users' current location in a particular land use. Data
collected from supporting phones can be used in meaningful
ways for indoor environments by integrating it with other
locational datasets such as building properties and occupancy
in Geographic Information Systems (GIS).
Another application of such collected data involves optimal
control of Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC)
systems is an important step towards reducing the carbon
footprint of buildings and save Energy costs [8]. However,
Smart HVAC requires balancing energy reductions and oc-
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Fig. 1. Data from the Weather Signal App - An Incorrect Indicator

cupant comfort, an unavoidable non-trivial trade-off. Systems
like Thermovote [9] have attempted to aggregate people's
feedback regarding their current experience (hot/cold) to arrive
conclusively at a comfortable temperature for aIL However,
the limitation with such systems is that they employ partic
ipatory sensing, a data collection process that is voluntary.
Also, another disadvantage in this approach is the need for
continuous user interaction about the current feel (warm/cool),
and it is not sustainable. A system based on automated and
continuous temperature sensing can help eliminate the risks of
such disadvantages as well as guarantee periodic and frequent
data inputs that will help adjust indoor environment conditions.
With the availability of individual-specific data, the Smart
phones can now also be used as Biosensors. Ambient temper
ature together with human body temperature monitoring using
Smartphones can be an essential indicator for preventive health
and progression of chronic diseases like Atherosclerosis and
Pulmonary Edema. Temperature changes in skin and many
parts of the body, induced due to the change in ambient
temperature can be a good estimate of impending Vascular
dysfunction.
However, we expect error-inducing factors as stated earlier
to influence correct data. Our hope lies in the fact that
by identifying inconsistencies and implementing correction
algorithms, Smartphones could soon be used for opportunistic
crowdsourcing of correct, location-aware ambient temperature
data. From a business perspective, it has immense potential of
weather crowdsourcing applications like weather signal [10],
as shown in Figure 1 (a) - which rely on smartphone provided
temperature for providing localized forecasting of weather.

B. Contributions
In this work, we Inttlate a series of exhaustive studies
to understand the performance of Smartphones as a viable
environment data collection device. Below, we enlist our prime
contributions in this work:
•

•

•

We provide detailed description of the on-board sen
sors for recording ambient temperature, and evaluate
its sensitivity and accuracy under ideal circumstances.
Also, we examine inter-device coherence across multiple
Smartphone models that support ambient temperature
sensors.
We attempt to identify internal factors and usage con
ditions that lead to generation of erroneous data from
the phone. We claim that many of the factors causing
such errors, if even detected, but not corrected, can help
towards better data sampling.
We provide a motivating use-case for collecting mas
sive yet accurate temperature data from people to help
power dynamic indoor HVAC environments and to drive
location-aware weather forecasting outdoors.
II. RELATED WORK

Mining environmental data using external sensors has been
done extensively in the past. Won-Jae Yi in [11] employed
Smartphones interfaced with additional sensory hardware to
mine environmental data. In the past few years there has been
a fair amount of work on environmental data collection using
wireless sensor nodes [12] and onboard sensors on mobile
devices. Aram et al. [l3] used a Bluetooth based temperature
and humidity sensor for monitoring environmental conditions
using an android-based Smartphone. They used Smartphones
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Fig. 2. Coherence and Sync Between Devices (Actual Temperature 30.2° C)

that do not have onboard sensors for temperature and relative
humidity. The major drawback of the above mentioned work
is the mobility of the experimental test-bed. To monitor
environmental parameters, several external sensors need to
be interfaced with the Smartphone, thus reducing the overall
mobility of the setup.
WeatherSignal [10] uses the battery temperature of the
Smartphone to predict the ambient air temperature. This work,
though well implemented in a test-bed, is hard to deploy in
practical use. Our tests showed that the output of the above
algorithm to predict the ambient air temperature differed by
almost 17% as compared to the Galaxy S4 temperature sensor,
and by almost 20% with the actual temperature, in an HVAC
environment. This is because in phones not supporting tem
perature sensor - the error is due to an unreliable temperature
estimation model (Figure 1 (b)). The temperature reported by
Overeem et al. [14], may be acceptable in certain scenarios,
but intricate situations as discussed in the motivation require
a higher level of accuracy.
Work on other environmental sensors has been initiated in
the recent past. A recent study [5] by Muralidharan et aI. ,
2014 show the effectiveness of the Barometric sensors built
in Smartphones and draws a conclusive result about the inert
potential of the on-board sensors towards solving challenging
problems like Indoor Positioning.
III. EXPERIMENTAL TEST BED
In this section, we construct an empirical test-bed for assess
ing the Smartphone as a ambient temperature sensing device.
We divide the design and implementation of our test-bed into
three parts. Firstly, we outline some of the key challenges
in using Smartphones to get domain-specific accuracy and

resolve anomalies in temperature data collected using Smart
phones. Secondly, we identify device-dependent and usage
dependent characteristics of collected data and provide insight
into the contextual behaviour of the phones. Lastly we throw
light on some of the broader level observations and conunent
on which error-causing factors can be detected and if possible,
corrected.

A. Key Challenges

1) Correctness and Accuracy: The correctness of the data
collected is the most important aspect of environmental mon
itoring. For standardized measurement, we use a dedicated
weather station like the Acu-rite Temperature Sensor, which
is indicated to be accurate to 0.50 C within its operating
temperature range, i. e. -200 C to 600 C [7]. The challenge
here is to evaluate if the sensor in the Smartphone can match
the accuracy achieved by such dedicated weather sensing
equipment.
2) Coherence between Devices: Even if the devices are
erroneous within certain bounds, we wanted to examine their
consistency in data collection under similar conditions. A
bigger challenge is to explore if it is possible to achieve consis
tency among devices of same/different models and hardware
and software specifications that has the same sensor module.
3) Causes of Error: Apart from accuracy issues, it can be
a non-trivial task to identify primary factors, both internal
and external to the Smartphone, that induces error in recorded
temperature.
4) Anomaly Detection and Correction: Sometimes, when
detected, the internal factors can be accounted for and cor
rected. Also, for some factors, in case of absence of a concrete
model to correct them - at least they can be detected. In such
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cases, the challenge is to identify as to what extent can we
detect and provide implicit correction, especially when we are
sampling under an uncontrolled environment.

B. Terminology
Battery Temperature (Tbat) is the temperature of the Smart
phone battery (in ° C) and received by the device through
an additional interfacing terminal of the Smartphone Li-on
battery. Raw Temperature (Traw) is the raw sensor value
of temperature as recorded by the internal Sensiron SHTC 1
ambient temperature sensor. The SHTCI has an in-built com
pensation engine that takes into account battery temperature
and provides a improved reading which is referred to as the
Computed Temperature (Teom) by the Android API.

Teom

=

Traw

+

f(p)

1) Device Consistency: Under Ideal circumstances ( i.e.
standard conditions), we were able to achieve consistency in
data collected for over 2 hours with average error of ±0.3°C.
The phones require a stabilization time in order to settle to a
steady temperature state which is in the order of 2-10 minutes
based on the error tolerance of the application.
2) Between Different Devices: Figure 2 (a) and 2 (b)
demonstrates the behaviour of 4 different devices (S4-1, S4-2,
N3-1 and N3-2) under standard conditions, with ambient
temperature (actual) at 30.2° C. The data collected from these
phones reveals the following observations:

(1)

where the function f is computed by the compensation
engine custom-built by Sensiron. p is a non-empty set of
input parameters to the compensation function f, undisclosed
by the manufacturer. In the following subsections we attempt
to summarize some of the important factors that according
to us belong to p - which need to be identified before we
proceed to collect temperature data for any application. For
measurement of ideal-case data, we use standard conditions
characterized by (a) Ambient room temperature at around
298K (± 5K) , (b) no CPU processes or hardware utilizing
applications running in the background of the smartphone,
(c) insulating surface contact, and (d) no sunlight. We used
two different models of Smartphones for recording ambient
temperature data, (a) Two Samsung Galaxy S IV Smartphones
(S4), and (b) Two Samsung Galaxy Note III (N3) for the
android powered devices, the application we wrote tapped the
API for temperature value sampled at 1 Hz.
C.

conditions. In this section, we enlist some essential sub
experiments while testing the robustness of the device(s) when
recording temperature data :

Device Dependent Characteristics

The Smartphone has its own device specific properties
that are demonstrated when sampling is done in standard

•

•

•

All four devices needed an initial gestation time of 1215 minutes to settle down to their stabilized temperature
values. In later experiments, however, the devices needed
much lesser time to synchronize.
The ambient temperature reported on two Smartphones
within the same device model is different. This differ
ence significance will depend on the domain for the
temperature-data driven application. The mean difference
reported is about 0.34° C while the maximum difference
between phones is about ±0.7°C,
While the accuracy is in question, all four devices main
tain relative temperature difference within a bound of
±0.5°C, the mean difference with actual temperature
being ±0.39°C.

D. Usage Dependent Characteristics
In this section, we examine the various causes of sensor drift
which result in change of the ambient temperature recorded,
even when the outside environment is constant. The usage
context is the single most important factor - as it is a random
variable and sometimes dependent on user behaviour. We
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emulate some of the common usage scenarios and note down
certain observations which we feel need to be reported.

1) Testing for Extremities: Thermal coupling of the
processor and the battery temperature has earlier been
demonstrated in [15][16]. High utilization of the processor
has been shown to result in an increase in battery temperature.
We expect the diffusion of heat to affect the data recorded by
the ambient temperature sensor placed in close proximity to
the battery leads. In order to examine the dependency of the
raw and computed temperature on the battery temperature, we
record temperature under the standard conditions and then
artificially created conditions that lead to larger dissipation of
heat by increasing CPU utilization to 100 percent, and by heat
generating hardware functions like turning on the flash-light
and phone vibration. We wrote a phone-killer application
on Android - which performs activities that leads to rapid
battery discharge through over-use. Assuming the phone to
be pre-stabilized, Point A in Figure 4 (a) defines the start
of the phone-killer app, while Point B denotes stop. Having
conducted the consistency test under similar circumstances,
we record and plot the battery temperature, raw temperature
and API-provided computed temperatures recorded by S4-1
and make the following observations:

•

Increased CPU utilization, etc. increases power drainage
from the Smartphone battery. As more power is drawn,
more ohmic heat is released as part of the exothermic
reaction during battery discharge causing the battery
temperature to rise. The battery temperature Tbat rose
by an alarming 10° C within a span of 15 minutes from
30° C to almost 45° C

•

The close proXllll lty of the temperature sensor to the
CPU, GPU and battery implicates the rise in Traw
recorded by the on-board temperature sensor. At this
point however, the compensation engine of the Smart
phone takes charge and does not allow rapid change in

Teom.
•

Although Teom does not reflect a proportionate increase
as compared to Tbat and Traw, a change of upto 2.5° C
is clearly observable - which signifies that some factors
dependent on usage context have been unaccounted for
(or ignored) by Sensirions compensation engine.

2) Radio Induced Heat: Cell radio (voice calling through
GSM) and the Wi-Fi radio (VoIP) are both expected to draw
energy for radio communication and hence dissipate heat. This
is with respect to Figure 4 (b).
•

•

Both the Cell and Wi-Fi radios generate heat which is
unaccounted for by the compensation engine, and cause
o
a gradual 2 - g C change over a period of 10 minutes.
The GSM radio, operating at 90011800 MHz causes about
50% more heating that the Wi-Fi radio which was
well explained by Balasubramanian et al. [17]. GSM,
which has a lower transfer rate, draws more energy for
conununication as compared to the 2.4 GHz working
range for the 802.11 Wi-Fi standards.

3) Effect of Surface Conductivity: When two heat conduct
ing surfaces are placed in contact with one other, transfer of
heat occurs from the hotter to the cooler surface. A temperature
drop is observed at the interface between the two surfaces in
contact. This phenomenon is said to be a result of a thermal
contact resistance existing between the contacting surfaces.
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Also, thermal conductivity of the bezel implicates the need
to examine the role of surfaces in contact and other factors
in alleviating or attenuating the recorded temperature. Figure
5 (a) demonstrates the effect of change in surface to which
the Smartphone is exposed during data collection. Within the
climate chamber set to 200 C, Smartphones N3-1 and S4-1
were kept on an insulating surface (paper board) while S4-2
was kept in contact with a thermal conducting aluminum table.
•

•

•

S4-1 and N3-1 respond to expected coherence under
similar surface exposure. The actual temperature was 2 10
C. Average error for both was about 0.450 C.
S4-2 reacts to a pre-cooled conducting metal surface
(aluminum) and reports lower temperatures.
The relative difference between S4-2 and the others,
however, is almost constant (within 0.8 - 10 C) as
shown in Figure 5 (a) - which solidifies the claim that
surface conductivity has a distinctive offset factor while
recording tempearture in similar environments.

4) Exposure to Sunlight: Infra-red radiation from exposure
to sunlight is one major external factor that could possibly
influence recorded temperature; we recorded temperature on
two phones after phones being brought into direct exposure to
sunlight at 12 noon. The other phone remained sampling under
shade. The recorded temperatures help us make the below
observations:
•

Exposure to sunlight is trivial factor in alleviated temper
ature recorded while sampling is done outdoors. Figure
5 (b) shows that temperature recorded under sunlight is
3-12 degrees higher than that recorded in shade, at the
same instant. The X axis depicts the minutes of exposure
to sunlight (negative indicating before the exposure).

•

•

From the test, it can be trivially observed that heat from
Infrared Radiation on the thermally conducting surface
and bezel percolates to the temperature sensor, a rise
which the compensation engine is unable to account for.
Both the phones are synchronized and report exponen
tially increasing Teom as the minutes under sunlight pass.
The phone could not have been heated more than 400 C
- hence we stopped recording further data.

E. Observations and Insights
The observations that relate to the device-dependent and
usage-dependent characteristics of temperature data measure
ment through Smartphones in our test-bed have the following
undersigned implications:
•

•

•

Applications that drastically increase CPU utilization play
a significant role in increasing battery temperature, which
in turn affects the recorded ambient temperature. Hence
recording temperature data while running a processor in
tensive application like playing a GPU-intensive game for
more than few minutes may affect ambient temperature
readings.
Heat from conducting surfaces in contact, e.g. metals
could alter the recorded temperature significantly. It is
a difficult task to determine the nature and thermal
properties of the surface in contact, and hence is an
example of a factor which we might not be able to correct.
Several other factors, for example, casing, sunlight, body
heat, etc play a role in thermal coupling with the recorded
temperature. Depending upon the application, such fac
tors have to be taken into account in correcting the
ambient temperature data.

In the next two sections, we show how the collected temper
ature data from people's phones can be used to build solutions
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for two long-awaited problems namely adaptive indoor HVAC
environments and efficient location-aware weather forecasting.
IV. USIN G TEMPERATURE DATA

A. Driving Smart Indoor Environments
Large buildings such as academic buildings are inefficient
in energy usage [18][19][20]. In a typical educational institute,
several buildings types exist, i. e. academic blocks, hostels,
administrative buildings, library, etc. According to the type
of building, its usage will be different and hence, the energy
consumption pattern would be different. The energy pattern
could depend on various indoor parameters such as occupancy
level of rooms, number of machines and computers working,
and exposure to direct sunlight [21]. These factors would form
conditions which can be attributed to various levels of comfort
within the built environment.
In functional buildings, wired sensors have been used to
monitor temperature and humidity in individual rooms of
academic and commercial buildings. A step further is to
install smart meters to obtain electricity consumption data at
frequency of even 30 seconds to identify the patterns of energy
consumption [22]. Most of them provide the results in graphs
which have time component as one of the axes, however, are
not indicative of the context why the consumption of electricity
has happened. Moreover, this kind of continuous monitoring
demands infrastructure investment, software investment and
deciphering the results to identify high and low energy con
sumption patterns.
With the availability of sensors on-board in Smartphones
measurement of indoor parameters can be carried out easily.
Using Samsung Galaxy S4, we carried out an experiment for
one floor in the academic building of Shiv Nadar University.
On May 1st, I PM, a predefined data collection system was
used to record temperature and humidity in controlled and
uncontrolled environments on the floor. When the raw data
(.csv file) was converted into spatial database, it provided
a unique opportunity to combine secondary datasets such

as occupancy level at the time of data collection. Further,
Geographic Information System (GIS) was used to interpolate
values of temperature and humidity as shown in Figure 6
(a). Thus, based on the recorded temperature and humidity
for predefined locations on the floor, values were predicted
for unsampled locations. It was observed that the corridors
have distinct temperature pattern than the HVAC controlled
classrooms and offices. Furthermore, classrooms which were
exposed to the Sun as well as had relatively high occupancy
during data collection, showed lower higher temperature and
humidity. This combination of smartphone based spatial anal
ysis has potential to predict comfort zones within buildings.

B. Outdoor environment monitoring
Meteorological institutes provide a single numeric value of
temperature and other weather parameters for broader regions
like cities. However, ambient air temperature is dependent on
various parameters such as land use or land cover, amount of
construction or building density, vegetation, etc. [23]. Thus,
urban environment generates more vanatlOn in temperature
and related parameters than just uniform value for entire
extent.
Network of Automatic Weather Stations (AWS) in urban
areas has been in practice [24]. GPRS is used to collect
data from these networks to continuously monitor weather
parameters. The establishment of such networks requires large
investment and continuous maintenance. Hence, it is not a
universally adopted way of environment monitoring. Ambient
temperature sensing Smartphones were also assessed for its
potential to collect environment data in outdoor environments.
The phones were exposed to ambient conditions while fol
lowing a predefined route within Greater Noida city. The route
was optimized for collecting representative urban settings such
as residential areas, institutional sectors, industrial areas and
others.
Figure 6 (b) shows the interpolated raster surface, which
was generated using spatial data obtained from The Samsung

Galaxy S4s. It was superimposed by road network dataset of
the city. The interpolated surface suggests that institutional
areas with sparse buildings (South-West part) have lower
temperatures compared to dense single as well as multiple
family residences in other parts of the city.
Thus, Smartphone Sensing has the potential to collect
outdoor data for urban environment at a much better reso
lution as compared to traditional systems and if used as a
crowdsourcing tool, continuous monitoring would reveal daily
to seasonal variations in more detail. These variations can be
then quantified for understanding impacts of urban settings on
ambient conditions and indirectly over human well being.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we presented an exhaustive study on the
properties and behavioural characteristics of Smartphone
embedded temperature sensors across multiple use-case con
texts. We argue that careful attempts should be made to use
the onboard temperature sensor for ambient temperature driven
applications. Based on our experiments, we observed several
device-dependent and context-dependent factors that cause
erroneous recording of the temperature data. Factors such
as battery temperature, cpu-usage and the nature of surface
in contact influence the recorded ambient temperature. Also,
we established that consistency among devices is imperative
for crowdsourcing spatiotemporal temperature data. The ob
servations demonstrate the requirement of device calibration
and data-correction algorithms based on the identified error
inducing factors.
In future work, we demarcate the factors that we can
correct for, and work on a model that provides corrected
temperature data based on existing phone-usage parameters.
These modules are a part of our work in progress, and we
hope to soon provide the mobile sensing community with
efficient correction algorithms that report high accuracy data
for ambient temperature dependent applications like smart
indoor environments and context-aware weather forecasting in
the near future.
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